
 
 

2018 Call for Education Session Proposals 
 

About AFP DC 
 
Thank you for your interest in presenting to AFP DC, the Washington DC Metro Area Chapter of the 
Association of Fundraising Professionals, which represents over 30,000 members in 231 chapters 
throughout the world working to advance philanthropy through advocacy, research, education and 
certification programs. The DC chapter has more than 1,100 members and fulfills its mission through 
educational and networking opportunities. 

 
Each year, AFP DC volunteer leaders select our best talent and topics to create an education 
calendar that offers members the best professional development opportunities in the region. This Call 
for Education Session Proposals is meant to give all interested parties an opportunity to share their 
expertise and lead an educational session during 2019. 

 
Session topics and presenters are selected by a proposal review committee comprised of volunteer 
leaders from the chapter’s board, education committee and affinity groups. All decisions of the 
proposal review committee are final. The following guidelines are established to ensure these 
objectives are fulfilled. 

 
Session Proposal Submission Guidelines 

 
1) Presentation Submission: All proposals must be submitted using the AFP DC Session Proposal 
Form and must be submitted online to the AFP DC office by midnight on Wednesday, September 
5, 2018. Proposals submitted after the deadline will not be considered. 

 
2) Profiles of Presenters: If more than one presenter is involved, the lead presenter should be 
identified as the primary presenter and additional presenters as co-presenters or panelists. All 
required information should be furnished by all presenters in this proposal. 

 
3) Partnering: Presenter panels are encouraged where appropriate. However, panels should be 
limited to no more than four (4) individuals. 

 
Experienced presenters are encouraged to partner with individuals who have not made 
presentations at AFP conferences or AFP DC Chapter educational sessions. 

 
Consultants and for-profit partners are required to include non-profit clients as co-presenters to 
demonstrate an example through actual case studies. 

 
4) Honorariums/Speaker Fees: Presentations made to AFP DC are considered contributions to the 
profession and all related expenses are the responsibility of the presenter/s.



5) Presenter Substitutions or Revisions: Substitution of primary or secondary presenters after the 
proposal is accepted must be approved by AFP DC. If emergency or time constraints prevent 
evaluation of a substitute presenter, AFP DC reserves the right to cancel the session, and/or assign it 
to another available presenter whose approved proposal is on file. 

 
6) Session Day and Time. Proposed session times should be a minimum of 60 minutes and a 
maximum of 90 minutes, including time for questions and answers discussion with the audience. 
Presentations are scheduled during select months between January 1, 2019 and December 31, 2019. 
AFP DC will work with the presenter/s to find a time that is mutually convenient but requested dates 
cannot be guaranteed. 

 
7) AFP DC Speaker Agreement Form: All accepted presenters are required to sign and accept the 
AFP DC Speaker Acceptance Form (appendix A), as required by the AFP DC Speaker Policy. 

 
8) Eligibility for Submitting Proposals: While the objective of AFP DC education sessions is to provide 
the latest information that will enhance the professional knowledge of members, the following 
guidelines will be used: 

 
 AFP encourages and welcomes proposals from new presenters to bring new ideas, 

perspectives and learning opportunities to the members.
 Preference will be given to presenters who are AFP Faculty Training 

Academy/Master Teacher graduates, ACFRE, CFRE, AFP members and members 
of affiliated associations.

 Members of the AFP DC Board of Directors or the Education Committee are eligible 
to submit proposals, and will be held to the same standards as all other applicants. 
However, members who submit proposals may not participate in the selection 
process for their submission.

 
9) Session Topics and Structures: AFP DC educational programs are geared towards fundraising 
professionals of all levels of experience and all areas of fundraising. Submissions should indicate the 
level of fundraising experience the presentation is designed to attract, i.e. beginner, intermediate, 
experienced. Presenters are encouraged to be creative in their session topics and presentation 
styles. 

 
While all fundraising-related topics are welcome, AFP DC is particularly interested in topics that cover 
the following: 

 
    Current and Prospective Donor Research

    Securing the Gift/Fundraising Tactics, such as:
o Major Gifts
o Special Events
o Direct Response
o Monthly Giving
o Annual Giving
o Planned Giving
o Donor Programs

    Corporations and Foundations

    Donor Relations and Stewardship

    Volunteer Involvement

    Boards, Leadership and Management

    Ethics, Accountability, and Public Policy



    Fundraising Communications, Marketing, & Storytelling

    Trends in Philanthropy

    Career Development
 

 

Presentation styles may include (but are not limited to): 
 

    Panel presentations

    Round table discussions

    Moderated discussion with attendees

    Lecture with Q&A

 
10)  A FP  DC’s  Comm itment  to  Dive rsity : AFP DC defines diversity as the seeking and 
achieving of a broad representation of experiences, perspectives, opinions and cultures. AFP DC 
also values inclusiveness as an essential source of vitality and strength for the effective pursuit of 
the chapter’s mission. All presenters should hold this commitment to diversity in mind as proposals 
and sessions are prepared. AFPDC also recognizes and supports the diversity of organizations 
represented among its members and program participants (issue, budget size, location, 
constituency served, etc.)  Presentations that facilitate participants being able to apply lessons 
taught to their own organizational situation will be considered strongly. 

 
11) Proposal Submission Schedule and Deadlines: All proposals must be submitted using the AFP 
DC Session Proposal Form and must be received at the AFP DC offices by close of business on 
Wednesday, September 5, 2018. Proposals submitted after the deadline will not be considered. 

 
 
 

Selection Process & Criteria 

 
AFP DC Chapter leadership, education committee members and other interested volunteers make up 
the selection committee. The selection committee meets in late September to review the 
submissions. 

 

Every submission is reviewed by at least two reviewers. If a presenter has multiple submissions, one 
reviewer is assigned to review all of their submissions and the second reviewer is unique for each 
submission. 

Submission information is confidential and will not be shared outside of the committee. 

Consideration of a nominee will rely primarily on the written materials submitted, however, if a 
member of the selection committee has additional information that is relevant and that was derived 
through a professional relationship with the submitter, that information may be shared and considered 
by the committee. In addition, a reviewer may choose to reach out to the submitter if they have 
additional questions prior about the proposal prior to its review by the selection committee. 

 
Only committee members who attend the in-person selection meeting will participate in the selection 
process, as it is important for the selection to be informed by the group’s discussion. They may, 
however, share their feedback in advance for consideration by the committee. 

 
If a committee member has a conflict of interest regarding a submission, they may not participate in 
the discussion of that submission. Conflicts of interest include having submitted a proposal, being on 
staff, board or consultant to a submitting party, or having a close personal relationship with a nominee 
such that he or she feels they cannot be objective.



During the review process, the following criteria are taken into consideration: 
 

    the session title and description and its timeliness;

    the credentials of the speaker(s);

    the previous ratings of the speaker(s)/session;

    the experience level and sector that the presentation covers;

    whether the speaker or topic satisfies the Chapter’s commitment to Diversity; 

    whether the speaker has an active social media presence;

 if the speaker is a consultant or for-profit partner, whether there is a co-presenter who is an in- 
house fundraiser; and

    the need for that specific proposal topic based on feedback by our attendees.
 
Final presenter selections are notified and the details of the 2019 program are finalized in October.



Appendix A: Speaker Acceptance Form 
 
Thank you for agreeing to present at the Association of Fundraising Professionals education session. 
Based on your session proposal, your in-person session is outlined below: 

 

 

Session Title: 

Location: 

Date: 
 

 

Below are key points related to your program. Please review them, sign on page two, and return this 

document along with a headshot in a jpg format to Malana Battle, AFP DC Chapter Program 

Coordinator, at mbattle@fernley.com by November 30, 2018. 

 

1.   The program will cover information requested by AFP DC and agreed to by me. 

2.   I agree to notify AFP DC’s staff immediately in the event that an emergency should prevent me 
from meeting my obligation as a content leader. 

3.    I will not engage in promotional marketing or selling of any product or service. 

4.   To the best of my knowledge, my presentation does not violate any proprietary or personal rights 
of  others  (including  any  copyright,  trademark  and  privacy  rights),  is  factually  accurate,  and 
contains  nothing  defamatory  or  otherwise  unlawful.  I  have  the  full  authority  to  enter  into  
this agreement  and  have  obtained  all  necessary  permissions  or  licenses  from  any  
individuals  or organizations whose material is included or used in my presentation. 

5.   I agree to use AFP DC templates and logos for any PowerPoint presentation and/or handouts I 

may utilize in connection with the program, and I agree not to use these templates and logos in 
any way except in connection with this or other AFP programs. I grant to AFP DC a royalty-free 
license to use, reproduce and distribute my presentation (including all handouts and PowerPoint 
presentations) in any way in the future, with appropriate attribution to me. I understand that this 
license does not change the fact that I retain copyright ownership of my presentation, and does not 
prohibit me from using my presentation in any way or from allowing others to use it. 

6.   I authorize AFP DC to use my name, likeness, photograph, and biographical data in connection 
with the use and promotion of the program. 

7.   I provide consent for AFP DC to record my presentation in audio and/or visual form. I understand 

that AFP DC will be the sole copyright owner of the recording and can distribute and sell it, along 
with  any  supporting  materials.  Upon  request,  AFP  DC  will  provide  me  with  one  
complimentary copy of the recording; however, I agree not to sell, distribute, stream over the Web, 
or otherwise use the recording in any way other than for my personal, archival use, except with the 
prior written consent of AFP DC. 

8.   I understand that I will not receive any royalties, honoraria, reimbursement of expenses, or other 
compensation from AFP DC in connection with the program or the rights granted above. 

9.   I agree to comply with all program-related deadlines provided to me by AFP DC, including but not 
limited to deadlines for handouts, PowerPoint presentation, etc. 

10.  I will not disparage AFP DC in any way. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Presenter Signature                                                                            Date 


